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Abstract. We propose a new type of personas, artificial intelligence (AI) per-
sonas, as a tool for designing systems consisting of both human and AI agents. 
Personas are commonly used in design practices for modelling users. We argue 
that the personification of AI agents can help multidisciplinary teams in under-
standing and designing systems that include AI agents. We propose a process 
for creating AI personas and the properties they should include, and report on 
our first experience using them. The case we selected for our exploration of AI 
personas was the design of a highly automated decision support tool for air traf-
fic control. Our first results indicate that AI personas helped designers to empa-
thise with algorithms and enabled better communication within a team of de-
signers and AI and domain experts. We call for a research agenda on AI per-
sonas and discussions on potential benefits and pitfalls of this approach. 
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1 Introduction 

Human-automation systems increasingly includes and relies on artificial intelligence 
(AI) agents that range from robots, autonomous vehicles and chatbots to decision-
support tools. AI agents are not just tools executing well-defined tasks but ‘team 
players in joint human-agent activity’ [1, 2]. They are designed to improve our lives 
and reduce our workload. However, the complexity that comes with them might result 
in humans having a poor understanding of how the automation is performed and of 
the real-world situation that the automation is helping to control; this is called human-
out-of-the loop syndrome [3]. Further, AI agents often employ black-box algorithms 
that can affect our behaviour without our knowledge or explicit consent [4]. 

The design of systems containing AI is receiving increasing attention from the 
Human Computer Interaction community [5-8]. AI has been recognized as a new 
design material [8] that requires appropriate design methods and tools. Human and AI 
agents both show forms of agency and behaviour in the sense that they are capable of 
making a difference [9]. Although design, as a multidisciplinary activity that aims to 
clarify the purpose and meaning of the world around us [10], should model the behav-
iour of human and AI agents, this is not an easy task. The design challenges of hu-
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man-AI interaction include challenges in understanding AI capabilities and in collab-
orating with AI engineers throughout the design process [11]. Designers should also 
model the partnership of the human and the artificial [6] and be able to empathise 
with algorithms to better understand their nature [12]. We follow this line of thinking 
and propose the use of AI personas in the design of human-automation systems. 
 
1.1 Personas 

Personas were first proposed by Cooper [13] and are commonly used in design and 
development practices. A persona is an archetypical character representing users’ 
behaviour, goals, needs and frustrations, and it should help designers and developers 
empathise with users. Although the usefulness of the persona approach has been de-
bated, it is considered a standard part of the designer toolbox [14]. Personas vary in 
the extent to which they rely on user data [14]. As Norman explained, personas are 
communication aids and tools that add an empathetic focus to design [15]. They can 
be based on qualitative and quantitative data user data, such as interviews, surveys 
and clickstreams [16, 17], on designers’ experience and intuition, as with Norman’s 
ad-hoc personas [15]; on fiction [18]; or on extreme characters [19]. However, one 
should be aware of potential biases that might be introduced by automatically gener-
ated personas [20] as well as the effects of cognitive styles [21] and experience [20] 
on the perception of personas. A comprehensive survey of different approaches to 
personas can be found in [22]. 

A commonality of all of these approaches is that they describe humans. As Turner 
and Turner [23] put it, they ‘encapsulate users as rounded human beings’ and ‘put a 
face on the users’. However, there may be substantial potential in applying a persona 
approach to the design of AI agents. In particular, as such agents increasingly are 
partners in team work whom which humans relate to in ways resembling how they 
relate to their human colleagues or partners. There are emerging initiatives for this 
within the chatbot and conversational agent research communities, where chatbots are 
made into beings with a personality often at an early stage of the design process e.g., 
[24] and where researchers are already addressing the effect of such personalities on 
user experience e.g., [25]. We seek to contribute this thread of research by exploring 
the potential of applying personas approach to the design and development of AI 
agents. More specifically we aim to explore: 

• How can personas capture the properties of AI agents? 
• How can personas support collaboration in interdisciplinary teams? 

2 Method 

This paper explores AI personas as a means for modelling the behaviour of AI agents 
and supporting collaboration in multidisciplinary teams. A participatory action re-
search approach [26] was applied. The design team consisted of a small group of re-
searchers working in mathematical optimization, artificial intelligence and interaction 
design. The participants had between two and seven years of experience in develop-



ment of Air Traffic Management (ATM) systems and evaluating them with control-
lers. One of the participants had attended a course in air traffic control dedicated to 
developers and researchers. All discussions during workshops and produced artefacts 
were recorded and then analysed using thematic analysis. 

The first step in developing these artefacts was to search the literature for relevant 
concepts and practices. We found two recurring concepts on the properties of AI ro-
bots and algorithms: personality and attraction. The second step was to identify a 
case. We selected the design of a highly automated decision support tool for air traffic 
control. The third step was developing the AI personas. To do this, we conducted two 
workshops; the first one was to discuss the format of the AI personas, and the second 
one was to develop the personas for our case. 

In their survey of socially interactive robots, i.e. robots for which social interaction 
plays a key role, Fong, Nourbakhsh and Dautenhahn [27] identified the following 
human social characteristics: expressing and/or perceiving emotions, communicating 
with high-level dialogue, learning/organising models of other agents, establish-
ing/maintaining social relationships, using natural cues (gaze, gestures), exhibiting a 
distinctive personality and character and learning/developing social competencies. 
Although designing engaging personalities for chatbots based on their backstories has 
been proposed, it has been pointed out that building trust requires that chatbots be 
upfront about their machine status [28]. 

Research on the personalities of automated agents includes the work of Mennicken 
et al. [29] on the perceived personality traits of smart homes. Moreover, Ahrndt, Aria, 
Fähndrich and Albayrak [30] discussed how automated agents could be bestowed 
with personality traits to improve predictability in interactions with humans during 
planning tasks. Culley and Madhavan [31], however, raised the concern that anthro-
pomorphic agents may strengthen human trust due to increased emotional appeal but 
decrease user sensitivity to actual performance because users would make trust-based 
judgements. 

In personal interactions with computers, humans not only recognise their personali-
ties but also apply the personality-based social rules of similarity attraction and com-
plementary attraction [32]. An exploratory study investigating links between human 
and attributed robot personalities found that participants’ evaluations of their own 
personality traits correlated with their evaluations of robots’ personality traits [33]. 
Lee, Peng, Jin and Yan [34] found that participants could recognise a robot’s person-
ality based on its behaviour and that they preferred interacting with robots that had a 
personality that was complementary to their own. Research by de Visser et al. [35] 
suggested that the degree of anthropomorphism in machine agents may affect how 
users experience them and the level of trust they bestow upon them. 

In the present study, we adapted the process for constructing personas described by 
Cooper, Reimann and Cronin [36] to develop AI personas as follows. First, we identi-
fied a preliminary list of behavioural variables. We extended the lists of persona-
related variables suggested in the literature, such as the one given by Cooper et al. 
[36], to include additional properties that we found in other studies. The literature on 
interaction with robots/social robots was the closest to our needs. Second, we selected 
relevant behavioural variables (properties) after discussing the preliminary list. Dur-



ing this discussion, we also identified potential redundancies and checked for com-
pleteness. Third, we expanded the descriptions of the variables and behaviours. Final-
ly, we designated the persona types. 

The first step was done by the first author of this paper, whereas the other three 
steps were done by a small team of experts (three designers and one mathematician) 
during two half-day workshops. Knowledge regarding algorithms and their agency in 
this process was revealed during the discussion among team members. All team 
members were domain experts, meaning that they had a good understanding of Air 
Traffic Management, the job of air-traffic controllers, and the tasks, procedures and 
tools they currently use. The mathematician in the team had expert knowledge on 
existing and future optimisation algorithms, including their potential and limitations, 
and was acting as an “advocate” for the algorithms. 

3 AI Persona Prototype 

An AI agent is anything artificial that is capable of acting based on information it 
perceives and its own experiences. These agents may have different levels of freedom 
to choose between different actions, i.e. different levels of autonomy. An AI agent can 
have a body, such as a vacuum cleaner, or be a program installed on a computer, such 
as a web browser search engine. AI agents interact with their environment, including 
other human and AI agents. The core of an AI agent is the algorithm or algorithms 
that enable it to act. An AI agent can perceive the environment through sensors, such 
as cameras or GPS signals, and a keyboard, and it can act via actuators, such as robot 
arms, speakers or screens. 

The case we selected for our study of AI personas was the design of a highly auto-
mated decision support tool for air traffic control. Air traffic controllers’ tasks include 
directing aircrafts on the ground and through controlled airspace, organising and ex-
pediting the flow of traffic and preventing collisions. The agents in this system are 
called planning agents [37]. They consider anticipated future situations caused by 
their own actions to decide the best course of action. 

In the ATM domain, decisions are time- and safety-critical. Further, a decision 
made by one controller (human or AI agent) impacts the performance of the entire 
system. Although our findings have shown that AI agents that support the generation, 
selection and implementation of decision alternatives in this domain can improve 
performance by 20% to 50% [38], introducing them in the working environment of 
controllers is a non-trivial task. AI agents have to adapt their behaviour to humans’ 
needs, preferences and current situations. Furthermore, understanding the rationale 
behind decision alternatives generated by the AI agent and ensuring that decision 
implementation is manageable for humans is a prerequisite of trusting and accepting 
the tool [39, 40]. The algorithms behind such planning AI agents are not always based 
on human decision-makers’ reasoning but on mathematically proven properties and 
procedures which are difficult to explain to non-mathematicians. So, how should we 
describe such AI agents in a way that alleviate design process and leads to the devel-
opment of AI agents that air traffic controllers would like to work with?   



Cooper et al. [36] proposed focusing on the following behavioural variables: activi-
ties, attitudes, aptitudes, motivations and skills. They also suggested that variables 
related to job roles should be listed separately for applications in a work context. As 
AI agents interact with humans, the human social characteristics identified by Fong et 
al. [27] such as expressing/perceiving emotions and communicating with high-level 
dialogue, are also relevant. 

The properties of AI personas that we discussed during the first workshop are 
shown in the table below. The left column lists the properties, and the right one gives 
a brief description. During the first workshop, the team discussed whether the varia-
bles were relevant and their meaning in our case, and they tried to understand the 
controller and AI agent points of view. Descriptions of properties and behaviours 
were expanded upon with examples. The quotes given in the rest of the paper are 
from the audio-recorded workshop sessions. During the process, we also identified 
some redundancies and checked if anything was missing. 

The appearance of the AI agent was the least-discussed property. We all agreed 
that the AI agent would somehow be embodied in the controller’s working position, 
that it should be discrete and non-intrusive and that it should support a combination of 
interaction forms, including speech, touch and visual presentation.   

 

Table 1. Properties of AI Personas  

Property Description 

Appearance 

The agent’s look/size/layout/interaction forms, such as 
a pop-up window at the controller’s working station or 
a small robot siting on the desk. Specification of how it 
interacts with the controller, such as through speech or 
visual communication. 

Type of communication 

 
The high-level or simple dialogue used with the con-
troller, such as brief instructions or longer sentences. 
Whether the agent will take over communication with 
the pilot to reduce the workload of the controller. 

Social relationship and trust 
 
Ability to establish a social relationship with the con-
troller and build trust over time. 

 
Controller's state 

 
Recognising the state of the controller 

Personality 

 
Individual personal characteristics of the agent, such as 
extraversion (outgoing/reserved) and agreeableness 
(friendly/challenging) as well as the interpersonal be-
haviour of the agent, such as domi-
nance/submissiveness and affiliation 
(warmth/hostility). 



Social competence 
Ability of the agent to learn and develop social compe-
tence 

Algorithm’s job-related properties 
/limitations 

Ability of the agent to perform its job 

Adaptiveness Ability of the agent to receive input and adapt 

Transparency 
 
Ability of the agent to explain its actions, including the 
reasons for and impact of those actions 

Role 
 
The agent’s role such as being supervisor or a col-
league. 

 
During discussion regarding the type of communication, a question was raised on 
whether we should accept that the communication method would be as it is today—
simple instructive dialogue—or whether the AI agent would reduce the workload and 
thus make space for more natural, complex dialogues. 

The development of a social relationship and trust were considered things that 
would be built over time. The most important element for trust would be showing 
users that previous decisions proposed by the AI agent were good. An AI agent could, 
for example, show how many of its proposed decisions were accepted by controllers 
or how its proposals led to a certain level of reduction in CO2 emissions. Small talk 
could be used to increase the closeness between the agent and the controller. For ex-
ample, after briefly discussing weather, it might be easier for the agent to be bossy 
and tell the controller to follow his recommendations. 

We also discussed the possibility of the agent using other senses to recognise the 
state of the controller. For example, the agent could recognise that the controller is 
stressed, sick or unable to perform the job based on gaze, gestures, eye tracking or 
other unobtrusive physiological measurements. 

The following personal characteristics were identified as the most relevant ones for 
our case: extraversion, agreeableness, dominance/submissiveness and affiliation. The 
discussion of these characteristics brought up several interesting questions. For in-
stance, would human personality types be enough to describe AI agents? Would we 
need additional characteristics? Would agents with different personalities propose 
different solutions? Would a risk-taking AI agent be more likely to violate separation 
rules when sequencing planes on the runway if it is sure that it is still safe? Would an 
impatient AI agent would try to send out all of the planes from its sector as soon as 
possible. It was also suggested that the AI agent should adapt to the personality of the 
controller. When we discussed the ability to learn/develop social competence, we 
agreed that the AI agent should propose the solution that is most appropriate to the 
controller’s personality. For example, the agent should not push a riskier solution on a 
controller who likes to be on the safe side or talk too much to an introverted control-
ler. The agent should also recognise and adapt to the controller’s patterns of behav-
iour. For example, if a controller is under more stress than usual, the AI agent should 
be able to recognise this and adapt not only its communication style but also the deci-
sions it suggests.  



We agreed that the properties and limitations of the AI agent’s algorithms were 
very important in our case. For example, we needed to determine how quickly the 
agent can provide a solution, whether it provides a broader view of the airport than 
the controller’s view and the balance between the quality of the proposed solution and 
responsiveness. 

In a way, agent transparency was the most difficult property to discuss. Whereas 
everybody agreed that the algorithms should be transparent, the mathematician judged 
the designers’ expectations related to transparency as difficult or impossible to im-
plement. He explained that the optimisation algorithms explore an extremely large 
number of possible solutions until the optimal one is found and that this cannot be 
presented to the controller in a meaningful way. The alternative that was discussed 
was presenting the impact of the solutions proposed by the agent and the controller 
based on certain key performance indicators, such as the time an airplane spends on 
the runway (taxi time) or the levels of CO2 emission. The agent can also try to briefly 
explain the reasons for the proposed solutions.  

Regarding the possible roles for the AI agent, having the AI agent act as a coach, 
supervisor or colleague was mentioned. All proposed properties were found to be 
relevant. Although some of them were closely related, such as type of communication 
and social skills, including similar properties led to a richer discussion among the 
team members. 

The next step in our process was designating the persona types. We first presented 
the results of the first workshop. Then, each team member worked on his or her own. 
After that, the team members presented their personas in plenum, and the others 
commented on them and suggested additions. Figure 1 depicts an example of an AI 
persona we developed. 

 
Self-aware ATM robot 

 

This agent is not human and has no gender. Its voice is male 50% 
of the time and female 50% of the time. It communicates via 
speech and text. If everything is normal, it always starts with the 
same message, perhaps with some variations in tone. If there is 
some form of negotiation, it will use high-level dialogue, includ-
ing commands/instructions, and it should support small talk. More 
high-level talk will be used in the feedback session. The robot 
explains its decisions. It is not arrogant or patronising; its tone 
engenders trust. It accepts criticism. It is not passive aggressive. It 
responds to insults, but it is friendly. It shows some empathy to 
controllers, but it is not servile or too humble. It communicates 
sadness if the controller does not follow its advice. It does not use 
humour very often as it is difficult to echo the culture of the coun-
try and of the workplace. If the controller is stressed and does not 
ask for help, the agent is quiet and says nothing. 

Fig. 1. Self-aware ATM robot 



4 Experience with Collaboration 

During both workshops, the level of interaction and engagement among the team 
members was very high. They were constantly finishing each other’s sentences, inter-
rupting each other and giving their own examples. Independent of their background, 
all team members empathized with the (human) end user and the AI agent. 
They often drew on their own experiences with AI agents when explaining how the 
agent should not behave. A story from one team member was often followed by simi-
lar stories from other team members. For instance, one member noted, ‘If I often trav-
el to one place for business meetings, it [the algorithm thinks that it] means that I 
want to travel there all the time and offers me amazing holidays there’. Another 
member responded by recalling, ‘The last time I was in the cottage [hundreds of kil-
ometres from work], Google explained to me how long it would take to bike to the 
office’. 

When discussing communication with the agent, the mathematician tried to con-
sider the situation from the perspective of different potential end users: ‘I have no 
idea, maybe some people want it different. Perhaps they want less information when 
they are stressed. What you definitely don’t want when you are under stress is contra-
dictory information’. 

When we started discussing the properties of the algorithm, the mathematician de-
scribed his own algorithm and very quickly identified himself with the algorithm, 
referring to it using ‘we’ and talking about the algorithm as if it were a human being. 
He definitely ‘put a face on the algorithm’, as seen below: 

 
If we [the algorithms] are keeping track of what a controller can do, we can update 
the objectives of the model, and you would not suggest some solutions if you know 
that the controller has only two minutes or something and cannot do it anyway. 
 
He also spoke for the algorithm when talking about the previous generation of de-

cision support algorithms that definitely had no natural language interface: ‘Before it 
was like, “Hi, just give me the input”, and the algorithm thinks about it, and gives the 
output. It expects that it will be followed’. 

When considering the controller's situation, the HCI experts often referred to the 
algorithm with the pronoun ‘you’: ‘If it is a black box, I don't care how you do it, but I 
see that you [the algorithm] remember that I usually travel’. 

5 Discussion and Future Work 

This paper introduces a novel method for the design of human-automation systems—
the use of AI personas—and reports our first experience with this endeavour. To fully 
exploit the increasing capabilities of AI, humans and AI agents should learn how to 
collaborate more effectively. We started our journey towards designing improved 
human-automation systems by investigating whether and how the personification of 
AI agents may help multidisciplinary teams. Our initial assumption was that AI per-



sonas would facilitate empathy with algorithms, which would, in turn, advance the 
understanding of human-automation systems. The process that we proposed for the 
construction of AI personas involves the following steps: (i) identify preliminary be-
havioural variables, (ii) select relevant behavioural variables, (iii) expand the descrip-
tions of variables and behaviours and (iv) designate types of AI personas.  

Our process differs from the one put forward by Cooper et al. [36] in that it is not 
based on user data. It does, however, require the participation of experts with 
knowledge of the algorithms that are used or may be used for the development of AI 
agents. These experts can explain an algorithm’s point of view, and experts with do-
main knowledge can explain the points of view held by different stakeholders. We 
found that our proposed process paves the way for empathising with algorithms and 
examining partnerships between humans and AI, moving design practice in the direc-
tion envisaged by several scholars [5, 6, 12]. Additionally, the process advances em-
pathising with (human) end users beyond the level achieved with standard personas 
that model user behaviour. Stepping back and appraising what is happening from an 
algorithm’s point of view requires consideration of the finer details of human-
automation collaboration and communication and the enrichment of empathy with 
end users. Finally, the process recommended in our work helps achieve a holistic 
view of human-automation systems.      

Björndal, Rissanen and Murphy [41] supplemented the process of constructing per-
sonas through steps that are useful in the context of industrial robots: globalisation, 
validation by end users, prioritisation of personas, creation of a common vocabulary, 
identification of critical business scenarios and identification of critical safety situa-
tions. Although we did not include these steps in our process, some were incorporated 
into our discussions. Specifically, we discussed cultural differences amongst various 
countries and ATM centres, e.g. hierarchical versus flat organisational structures; 
formal versus less formal organisational cultures; the need for engagement in different 
behaviours in critical safety situations, e.g. no negotiation during critical situations; 
and the importance of a common vocabulary. 

Another issue that emerged during the process was the need to clarify whether AI 
personas should consist of one agent or a mashup of agents, as discussed in Chang, 
Lim and Stolterman [42]. The advantage of having several personas in our context is 
that the users, i.e. air traffic controllers, can select a personality in accordance with 
their preferences and on the basis of similarity or complementary attraction, as de-
scribed above. The argument for having combined personas in our context is that the 
controllers would experience the decision-support system as a holistic system that 
would modify its behaviour based on the situation. In critical situations, for instance, 
the system would reduce communication to avoid additional stress or assume control 
over certain functions. 

Our other assumption was that AI personas and the associated process would im-
prove communication within a multidisciplinary team. This is exactly what happened; 
working on AI personas helped bridge gaps amongst team members with different 
backgrounds and expertise. The workshop participants quickly adapted their highly 
specialised language to one another and created common ground for understanding 
the human-automation systems that they were designing.           



Our approach goes beyond simply understanding users. It allows us to ‘put a face 
on’ algorithms. We believe that this is increasingly important as we shift from AI 
agents that mimic human decision-making to new algorithms that are incomprehensi-
ble to non-experts.  

This paper presents ongoing research. It points to future research directions: i) in-
vestigating potential benefits and limitations of AI personas throughout the entire 
design process, including evaluating developed solutions, and ii) investigating design-
ers’ experiences with AI personas more comprehensively as well as effects of per-
sonas on collaboration and creativity within multidisciplinary teams. We call for a 
research agenda focused on AI personas. What are the possible pitfalls of using AI 
personas as an interaction design method? How should this method be adapted to AI 
as a new design material? How can it capture AI's distinguished nature?   
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